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Abstract. Using the empirical magnetosphericmagnetic field modelsof Tsyganenkoand Usmanov(TU), we
have determinedthe self-consistent
plasma pressuregradients and anisotropiesalong the midnight meridian in
the near-Earth magnetosphere.By "inverting" the magnetic field, we determine what distributions of an anisotropic plasma, confinedwithin the specifiedmagnetic
field configuration,are consistentwith the magnetohy-

empiricalmagneticfield modelswhoseconsistency
with
pressurebalance has not been tested. If a model representsthe static globalmagnetosphericcurrentswith some
accuracy,one expectsto be able to determine a (possibly) non-isotropi
c plasmadistribution that is consistent
with the magneticfield. In this paper, we presenta technique for such a magnetic field "inversion" and use it to
test the recent empirical magnetic field models. We will
showthat thesemodelsare consistent,in well-constrained
regions, with a nearlyisotropicplasmapressurein magnetohydrostaticequilibrium with magnetic stresses.

drostatic equilibrium condition, J x B = X7. P. The
TU model, parameterizedfor different levelsof geomag-

netic activity by the Kp index, provided the magnetic
field values from which J x B was numerically evaluated.

A best fit solution

was found

that

minimized

Description of the Field Models

the

averagedifferencebetweenJ x B and X7 ß P along an
entire flux tube. Unlike previous semi-empirical models, the TU models contain magnetic stressesthat can
be balanced by a nearly isotropic plasma pressurewith a
reasonableradial gradient at the equator.

The modelsusedin this study were developedby Tsy-

ganenkoand Usmanov[1982]; we refer to them as the
TU models. A brief summary of the TU models follows.
The readeris urged to consultTsyganenkoand Usmanov

[1982]for a moredetaileddiscussion.
TU chose analytic formula to represent the separate
magneticfield contributionsof the internal field, the ring
current, the cross-magnetotailcurrent, and the magnetopause current. The internal field is representedby the

Introduction

A realistic magnetic field model must satisfy a number
of criteria for it to be valid and/or useful. A practical
consideration is that it must be easy to implement, but
still be flexible enough to reflect seasonal,diurnal, and
local time

variations.

The residual

error between

harmonic expansion of the earth's internal field. The
model ring current is an axially symmetric torus of westward directed current oriented with its normal parallel to
the dipole magneticmoment. The cross-magnetotailcurrent flows in a sheet acrossthe tail; the current sheet has

the ob-

served vector magnetic field values and the model values
should be small. Also, the model field must be divergenceless.A more subtle constraint is that the magnetic stresses of the model

must be self-consistent

with

a finite thickness,variesin shape and magnitude along
the tail axis, and mergeswith the ring current in the nearmagnetotail region. An empirical neutral sheet model is

the

distribution of mechanical forces in the magnetosphere.
Specifically,during magneticallyquiet intervals when the
magnetohydrostaticequilibrium condition is approached,
the magnetic stressesshould be balanced predominantly
by the plasmapressuregradients. An ideal magnetic field
model would contain magnetosphericcurrentsconsistent
with in situ data from both plasma and field experiments,
rather than explicitly specified tail, ring, and magne-

used to account for dipole tilt effects.
Unlike the ring current and magnetotail current sys-

tems, the magnetopauseshapeis not easily determined
and the current distribution is complex. TU chose to
representthe field of the magnetopausecurrentsby nonlinear power s,eries.Sincethe representationis not curlfree interior to the boundary, it accountsnot only for
the magnetopausecurrents, but also for any errors introduced by the ring and tail current representationsas
well as any remaining magnetosphericcurrents. The su-

topausecurrentsfit by field data alone [Voigt, 1981]. In
virtually all empirical models to date, this constraint has

not beenimposed.Walker and Southwood[1982]showed
that in many models the Maxwell stressescannot balance
an isotropic plasma pressure. Because of the failure of

perposition of the three aformentioned external current

thesemodelsto be in pressurebalancewith an isotropic
plasma,somecontend(c.f. Voigt [1986])that suchsemiempirical models are theoretically unsatisfactory.
The Tsyganenkoand Usmanovmodels[1982]are new

systemsand the internal field yields the full model magnetic field. Relationshipsamong the model parameters
guaranteea divergenceless
magnetic field.
The empiricalmagneticfield modelswere fit to nearly
19,000 in situ vector field averagesfrom the mergedIMP
and HEOS data sets. TU separated the data into 11
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Universityof

subsetsaccordingto the Kp index. TU fit the model

California, Los Angeles

parameters to the data sets by an iterative minimization

sity of California, Los Angeles

technique,creatingmodelsrepresentativeof geomagnetic
conditions
rangingfromvery quiet(Kp = 0) to disturbed
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(Kp > 3+). TheTU models
should beusedin regions
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wherefew data were availableto constrainthe fitting of
the model parameters. Owing to magnetometersaturation and orbital bias of the IMP and HEOS spacecraft,
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relatively little data were available inside of about 6RE
and at magneticlatitudes greater than about 76ø, or outside of about 20RE at distancesnear to or beyond the
spacecraftapogees. We have resti:ictedour analysis to
areasthat are within well-constrainedregions.
Momentum Balance in the Magnetohydrostatic Limit

The large scalestructure of the magnetospherecan be
describedby using Maxwell's equationsand the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations,so we use these equations to determine the self-consistentplasma parameters
for a specifiedfield configuration. The MHD momentum
equation is given by
dv

P dt

=

-V.P

+

J xB

+

pcE +

pg

(1)

where p is the mass density, v is the bulk flow velocity,
P is the plasma pressuretensor, J is the current density,
B is the magnetic field, pc is the charge density, E is
the electric field, and g is the gravitational acceleration.
In our study, the electrical and gravitational forces are
negligiblecompared with the other terms.
Since we are primarily interested in the field at quiet
times, this allows further simplification of equation (1).
In the static limit, the partial time derivative of the bulk
flow velocity vanishes. As average bulk flow velocities
are small, the convective derivatives of the velocities are
typically an order of magnitude smaller than magnetic
stresses.The remaining contributions are the magnetic
stressand the pressuretensor divergence;their balance
producesmagnetohydrostaticequilibrium:

J xB

-

V. P

(2)

Bulk plasma properties, such as pressure, are calculated from a moment of the particle distribution function.
We have chosena two-temperature, bi-Maxwellian, equatorial

distribution

function.

Liouville's

theorem

in con-

junction with conservationof the first adiabatic invariant
and conservationof energy allows us to describehow the
distribution function maps along a flux tube from the
equator. By taking the secondmoment of the mapped
distribution function at a position, "s", along the flux
tube, it can be shownthat the pressuresvary away from
the equatorial position "0" accordingto

P•_(,) =

rll()

Pñ(O) g(O, Ao)

(3)

= ell(0)s(o,to)

(4)
-2

'

Ao

where6)= B(O)/B(s) and Ao = Pii(0)/Pñ(0)where
Pñ (/•1)is the pressure
perpendicular
(parallel)tothe
magneticfield direction. For a bi~Maxwelliandistribution
of plasma, it can be shownfrom equations (3) and (4)
that the pressure anisotropy maximizes at the equator
and tends toward isotropy with increasing ,.

With the assumptionof a gyrotropicpressure[Chew
et al., 1956],equation(2) may be written in the form

$73

B

B

a xB - V'ñPñ+ (Pil- Pñ)•.V'•

(5)

The parallel componentof equation (2) gives no additional constraint; it is satisfied identically by equations

(3)and
(4).Both
Band
J [J-(1/•o)V'
xB]are
de-

termined directly from the TU models and are taken as
givens. Therefore, the left-hand side and the magnetic
field curvature on the right-hand side of equation (5) are
input parameters of our calculations, whereas the components of the pressureare the unknownsto be determined.

Determination of PressureGradients and Anisotropies

Using equations(3), (4), and (5) we have determined
the plasmapressuresand anisotropiesconsistentwith the
TU magneticfield models. This sectiondescribesthe "in-

version"technique
appliedto the leastactiveTU model
(Kp = 0). The calculationswere restrictedto the midnight meridian in the near magnetotail region, a region
well-describedby the TU models. Flux tubes with equatorial crossingdistancesbetween 6.5/i•E and 12R/? were
considered. Calculations were done only for sections of
the flux tubes at radial distancesgreater than 6.5RE.
Solutionsto equation (5) were found with a parameter

searchon the variablesPñ(0)and VñPñ(0). Solutions
were parameterized by the value of Pñ(0) on the innermost flux tube at 6.5R/r. The perpendicularpressure
gradient at the equator was then chosen. Equation (5)

shows
thesetwoequatorial
variables
determine
Pll(0).
Although, by definition, the parameters satisfy equa-

tion (5) at the equator at the initial starting distance,
there is no guaranteethat equation (5) is satisfiedoff the

equator.To obtainX7ñ
P'_k(s),
Pñ(s) andP•l(,) weredeterminedas a functionof s from equations(3)-(4) and the
initial set of equatorialparameters(©, Ao, and P•_(0)).
Field lines were traced by numerically integrating the
field line equation using the TU model field. The same
procedure was followed on nearby flux tubes separated
from the initial flux tube by small spatial steps, Ax,
in the 4- J x B direction. To ob.tain equatorial values on nearby field lines we assumed a locally constant
equatorial anisotropy and an expansion to first order in
Ax of pressure(Pñ(0, as+ Ads) = Ax. X7ñP•(0, x)•Pñ(0, x)). Assumingthat A is locally constant is valid
only for a nearly isotropic plasma; this assumptionis justified by the solutions. Having mapped the perpendicular
pressurealong several closely-spacedflux tubes, a cubic
spline curve was fit through the perpendicular pressures
at 0.1RE intervals along the flux tube. In this manner,
we determined the local perpendicular pressuregradient,
V .•P•_(s), by calculatingthe first-order variation of Pñ in
the perpendiculardirection. The procedurewas repeated
for a large range of assumedvaluesof X7•P•(0) for fixed
Pñ(0) on the innermostflux tube.
The value of VñPñ(s) from the spline fit was then
comparedwith the value obtained directly from equation

(.5)(denoted
G(s)),
at0.1RE
intervals
along
s. The
fractionalerror, e(s) = [VñPñ(s) - G(s)I/lX7•_P•_(s)l
was obtained at each point. The optimal VñPñ(0) was
taken as the one that gave a minimum of the fractional
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find that the errors in fits of bi-Maxwellian plasma dis-
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curve bound the calcula-

producedby our simplemodelplasmasuggestthat during quiet conditions,the low geomagneticactivity TU
modelsvery nearly approachthe condition of magnetohydrostaticequilibriumin the near-tail region. We also

• .....
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field line and the dotted

(b)

1.1

0.9

latitude

tion region. Superimposedare contoursof constant fractional error (previouslydefinedbut here as a percentage)
of a typical solution. Figure lc indicatesthat typical solutionsexhibit very small fractionalerror (< 5•) throughout nearly all of the calculationregion. having significant
error (> 20%)'onlyin a smallregionawayfrom the equator. Furthermore,the error is nowherelarger than 50%.
The consistencybetweenthe field model and the currents

10-•

Ao

lines threading this region and a dotted curve marks the
innermost calculation boundary at 6.SRE. The highest

-8

-9
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-11
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Fig. 1. Panel(a) showsfour solutionsof the calculated
Pñ(0) asa functionof distancein the magneticequatorial
plane in the midnight meridian. Panel (b) showsthe
corresponding
equatorialpressure
anisotropies
_(Pll/P'-:-):
Panel (c) showscontoursof constantpercentfractional
error, e(a) (seetext for definition),for a typical solution.
The contour increment is 4-5%.

tributions to the higher Kp modelsare alwaysgreater

than the Kp = 0 model,althoughthe qualitativeresults
remain the same. We have not identified quantitatively
the sourcesof the larger errors but severalare obvious.

Our model neglectsbulk flow velocities. Furthermore,
time variations, present during more active conditions,

are averagedout in the TU modelsand have not been
included in our analysis.

Comparisonwith Data

The quiettime solutions
for Pñ(0) and A0 canbe used
error averagedover all points alongthe flux tube. Having chosenVPñ(0) for the innermostflux tube, a linear
extrapolation
of the solutionwasusedto estimatePñ(0)
on the next downtail flux tube, and the entire procedure

wasrepeated. The calculationwascontinueduntil the
flux tube at 12RE was reached.

The solutionis parameterizedby Pñ(0) at the innermost flux tube. Therefore,the calculationswere repeated
for differentinitial Pñ(0)'s to obtain a family of solutions.
We found that not all solutionsare physicallyreasonable.

For exampleequation(5) couldbe satisfiedwith a pressuregradientsolargethat the pressure
becameunacceptablysmallwithin 12RE. Somesolutions
gaveanisotropies

to test the self-consistency
of the TU model with the re-

quirements
of magnetohydrostatic
equilibrium.For this
purpose,we comparethe dominantfeaturesof the solutions(nearisotropyandpressure
gradients,
IVñP,t,/Pñ],
of order0.1 - 0.2/RE) with in aituobservations
of these
parameters
underlike conditions.Stileset al. !1978]
investigated
the quiet time plasmasheetanisotropies
of
protonsusingthe IMP 6 andIMP 8 spacecraft.
In the regionof our calculations,
they foundthat the anisotropies
differedfrom unity by lessthan the probableerror in the
measurement. Thus, they establishedthat in the nearearth plasmasheet,the particlepopulationcarryingthe
bulk of the energydensityis essentiallyisotropic.Figure

that were unstable to the MHD mirror or fire-hose insta-

lb demonstrates that the TU model is consistent with a

bilities,unacceptable
in an equilibriumconfiguration.Finally,the averagefractionalerrorvariedsignificantly
for
differentchoicesof Pñ(0). Thus, the numberof possible

pressure
anisotropy
differing
fromunityby lessthan2%.

solutionswas narrowedto the physicallyacceptableones

with smallaveragefractionalerrors. Solutionsfor Kp = 0
are shownin Figure 1. Figurela showsthe variationof

Pt_(O)asa function
ofequatorial
distance
in themidnight
meridian. Several solutions are indicated for different val-

uesof Pt_(O)at 6.SRE. The top and bottom curvesset
approximate
upperandlowerboundson allowablesolutions. Figure lb illustratesthe corresponding
variation
of A0. One consequence
of a nearly isotropic pressure

is that the magnetictensionmustbe balancedpredomi-

nantlyby the perpendicular
pressure
gradient.Thus,it
is evidentwhy a family of solutionsis found. Figure la

We wouldalsolike to comparethe calculatedand observedpressure
gradients.Unfortunately,
therehavebeen
no systematicstatisticalsurveysof the plasmapressure
in the regionsof interest. There have been few spacecraft that measureenoughof the proton distributionin
the near-tail vicinity to yield the plasma pressureaccu-

rately. Recently,the AMPTE/CCE spacecraft
hasfilled
in the gap for the regionof the ring currentand inner
magnetosphere.
We can compareour resultswith CCE
data to 8.SRE, the spacecraftapogee.

Unfortunately,the publishedCCE data availablefor
comparisonwere obtainedduring relatively active periods. Therefore,we have comparedthe observations
with
the results of our calculations for the most disturbed TU

illustrates that for each allowable solution, nearly equiv-

model(Kp > 3+). As notedbefore,the errorsarelarger

alent pressuregradientsare found.
To illustrate the consistencyof the model we show a

for the most disturbed TU models, but even so the local

cut throughthe midnightmeridian(XcsM rs. ZCSM),
in Figurelc. Smoothunbroken
curvesrepresent
the field

valueof percente(a)is everywhere
smallerthan60%and
the averagepercenterroris alwayslessthan 30%. Figure
2 comparesthe pressureobtainedfor the disturbedTU
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magnetic field models, either observed or theoretical, to
aid in understandingthe interactionsof field and plasma
in an equilibrium magnetosphere.
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Fig.2. Pressureversusdowntail distancefor the active
TU model (solid curve) in the midnight meridian and in
situ measurements

from

the CHEM

We have developeda technique of "inverting" an empirical magnetic field model to determine the self-consistent plasma properties. The technique has been applied to a set of recently developedterrestrial magnetic
field models. We regard the agreement between model
plasma parameters and the limited data available as satisfactory. Given the initial successof the method, we
suggestthat the predictionsof our calculations be further tested and that the technique be applied to other

instrument

on the

CCE spacecraft (dashed curve) during disturbed time

(taken from Williams [1987]). Despitedifferences
inherent to both curves(seetext), the correspondencebetween
the pressuregradientsis reasonablygood.

model with the pressuredistribution determined by the
CHEM instrument on AMPTE/CCE. Note that our pressurerepresentsan averageddistribution while the CHEM
pressure,derivedfrom ionswith energiesbetween5.2 and
315keV/e, is from a singlepassthrough the region. Furthermore. our calculationsare for the midnight meridian
whereasthe CHEM data were gathered on an orbit that
started nearer to dawn and ended near midnight.
Although the pressuremagnitudesdiffer considerably,
the gradientsare similar especiallyinside of 7.SRE. We
have noted above that the pressuregradient and not the
absolute magnitude of the pressureis important for a
nearly isotropicplasma. Our calculationsdetermine the
total self-consistentplasma pressure whereas the measured pressureis only a lower bound. It may be significant that the magnitudeof the measuredpressurefails off
with distancefaster than doesthe model pressure. As the
spacecraftmovesto greater radial distance,the peak of
the proton distribution shiftsto lower energyand a larger
portion of the distribution lies below the lowest energy
measuredby CHEM. Thus, at greater distancesthe pressuremeasuredby CHEM representsa smallerfraction of
the total plasma pressure. In view of the limitations of
the data and the doubtful accuracyof a statistical model
for a disturbed magnetosphere,we find the correspondencesbetween model and observation to be quite good.
We look forward to obtaining completequiet time data
that will provide better tests.
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